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FINANCIAL & BANKING SOLUTIONS



RELIABILITY > INTEGRATION > FLEXIBILITY > PERFORMANCE 

YOU’RE IN CONTROL

Our powerful management software (GMS)
allows banking and financial customers
remote, real-time, at-a-glance control of
all branches, ATMs and corporate offices.
Change PIN codes and users; print access
cards; centrally configure individual alarm
panels; remotely broadcast upgrades and
changes with one keystroke eliminating
the need for site visits; verify alarm events
immediately with integrated digital video
capabilities; search and report easily on
one specific site or event or generate

customised reports from thousands of
sites – and do all of this from anywhere
on the network. Pacom’s technology
adapts based on the requirements for
each individual institution.

ROI IN 2 YEARS

Best of all, customers usually have ROI
within two years. Pacom’s solution uses
the customer’s internal IP network and
therefore requires no dedicated telephone
lines. By enabling remote management,
the need for site visits is almost non-existent
and the customer can manage the system
internally, removing the operational cost
of external management contracts.

A FOUNDATION FOR TOMORROW

Pacom provides a strong security foundation
that seamlessly copes with the requirements
of today while adapting quickly to the
expanding needs of tomorrow, no matter
what they may be.

Pacom’s versatile, robust solutions interface
with all leading brand digital video systems,
video monitoring, intrusion panels and
wireless devices, which means that our
solutions are a truly open system that can
integrate at every level; providing reliability
while maintaining versatility.

A PACOM
FINANCIAL SOLUTION

PACOM FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE

> PACOM reduces false alarm rates to less than 1%.

> PACOM boasts customer partnerships that span more than 15 years.

> PACOM delivers unrivalled reliability no matter what the situation.

> PACOM interfaces with virtually any existing or new product or technology

“
”

The Pacom solution...thanks to its strength and stability, 
has permitted us to save significant costs... and remove recurring 

costs associated with monitoring and administration. 
Juilon Flores Alva, Central Administration Security, Banco Del Credito del Peru

Pacom’s overall performance is excellent. The panels are 
almost bullet proof in the way they continue to operate under 

any condition. That dependability is a strong plus for PACOM.
Jay Baker, Security Systems Supervisor. Guaranty Bank.

”
“

For more than 20 years, Pacom has
developed innovative technology
solutions designed to ensure that our
customers, many of whom include the
world’s largest banking and financial
organisations, can effectively manage
their security solutions.

The cornerstone of the Pacom solution 
is reliability, ensuring that your system
will continue to operate through critical
events, delivering bullet-proof reliability
and undeniable performance.
Dependability and consistency are at the
core of Pacom’s technology culminating
in a solution that will continue to operate,
regardless of the environment. 
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